Chemical Distributor Supply Chain Assessment & Roadmap

**The Challenge:** When new supply chain leadership came on board to lead an operations turnaround at a recently acquired chemicals distributor, they inherited a complex supply chain network with 110,000 SKUs and 179 distribution facilities. An internal review of existing supply chain planning processes, tools, and organization uncovered many costly inefficiencies and opportunities for improvement.

The highly distributed planning organization relied on a legacy, mainframe-based planning system that was poorly understood by planners in the field and often ignored. Planning processes were inconsistent across the company and focused more on short-term execution issues than actual planning. Faulty planning logic in the legacy planning system made it difficult to accurately forecast customer demand and parameters for demand and supply planning.

Management determined that bringing the company’s supply chain planning up to speed required a centralized planning organization and standardized processes across the enterprise. They also knew they needed a frank understanding of current-state planning processes, along with a clear vision of how achieve the desired transformation.

The operation was just two years away from migrating to SAP® Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM) for planning, so the timing was right to prepare a full set of requirements for the SAP migration.

**Highlights**

- Identified one-time savings of $16M and recurring annual cost savings of $18M
- Provided organizational redesign recommendations based on industry best practices
- Identified critical flaws in the demand and supply planning systems that caused inventory to be over-stocked by two weeks
- Identified key planning capability requirements for the client’s SAP SCM planning implementation
The Approach: The company’s operations and planning team turned to Spinnaker to provide a rapid evaluation of its planning capabilities and create a roadmap for achieving recommended improvements. The scope of the effort included:

- Demand Planning
- Long-term Sourcing and Network Design
- Inventory Planning
- Supply Planning
- Order Promising

To document the current state processes and identify improvement opportunities, the Spinnaker team applied Spinnaker’s unique Supply Chain Planning Assessment methodology. The assessment process includes interviewing key planning personnel, evaluating planning data, and reviewing the planning system design and configuration. Using Spinnaker’s Supply Chain Value Estimator, the consultants prepared a comprehensive business case to support the recommendations.

The Results: With the improvements identified by Spinnaker implemented, the client conservatively projects a one-time savings of $16M and recurring cost savings of $18M per year. In the process, Spinnaker identified the planning capability requirements for the client’s upcoming SAP SCM planning implementation – this will help ensure a smoother implementation and faster ROI.

Based on the Spinnaker recommendations, the client formed a core central team to focus on demand, network, and inventory planning. Supply planning remains a distributed activity with strong central oversight. Reconfigured planning logic enables more accurate forecasts of customer demand and demand and supply planning parameters. 5,000 high-priority SKUs were re-evaluated to achieve more accurate planning performance, resulting in lower inventory and better customer service. The client adopted Spinnaker’s recommendation to move from a “stock all products at all locations” model to a hub and spoke supply chain model, which is expected to significantly reduce inventory and distribution costs while reducing delivery lead times. To help make these improvements sustainable, the client engaged Spinnaker to train its planners on performing quarterly reviews of planning logic and parameters.
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